greets over 200 clients and partners with slate of crisis-resistant programmes

Celebrating their partnership in the reincarnation of the legendary “Jungle Book”: Nicole Keel (ZDF), Alexander Cordass (ZDF Enterprises), Tapas Chakravarti (DG Entertainment), Nathalie Popper (TF1), Theresa Plummer-Andrews (Executive Producer *Jungle Book*), Arne Lehmann (ZDF Enterprises), Nicolas Goldstein (DG Entertainment), Thomas Bellut (ZDF), Katharina Pietzsch (ZDF Enterprises), Roarun Jaseal and Samedia Sarogi (DG Entertainment).

At ZDF Enterprises’ Sundowner on Sunday evening, buyers and partners were treated to a crisis-defying product line-up headed by a topical selection of programs focusing on the historical dates 1939 and 1989. Also attracting lots of attention are the new Swedish crime series “Verdict Revised” with Scandinavia’s hottest star Mikael Persbrandt, and the Bastei collection of sumptuous love stories.

Andreas Heyden, Gerald van den BOOR (Head of Sales, ZDF Enterprises).

Ralf Ruckauer (Sales Manager German-speaking territories, ZDF Enterprises) and Fiona Strebel, Producer with Switzerland’s SF, raise their glasses to ZDF Enterprises.

Alexandra Boged-Radesi, ORF’s ZDF Film and Series, Juliane Ruhm, Denis Victor’s Head of Acquisitions and Frank Hovest, ORF’s Head of Film and Series.

ZDF Enterprises’ Director Merchandising Sylvia Brucker and Icecream Entertainment’s Managing Directors Gerhard Seider and Brigithe Mersch appreciate ZDF Enterprises’ wide range of programs.
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